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Abstract 

Poverty is a growing social problem that afflicts nearly 22% of children growing up in the United 

States (Child Poverty, 2016).  While the public often looks at poverty as a purely political or 

social problem, researchers have begun to examine the psychological and physiological effects 

of poverty on the brain, particularly how childhood poverty affects development. They have 

found differences between the brains and behaviors of children growing up in poverty, drawing 

attention to the need for early interventions and illustrating the different social landscape that 

impoverished citizens face. It is becoming clear that poverty exposes children to more negative 

stimuli and greater degrees of life stress, which often mediate the effect of poverty on their 

development. 
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Physical and Behavioral Effects of Poverty 

For centuries, a sharp divide has existed between the wealthy and poor members of 

societies. In modern American society, class divides are frequently discussed in terms of 

personal ability and motivation. This simple narrative reduces poverty to an earned 

condition--something that a person has come into as a result of being either unskilled or lazy. 

Discussion of class inequalities often yields the suggestion that “hard work” is a remedy to 

poverty, especially for the individuals born into less-advantaged situations. Yet, in recent years, 

research into the psychological and physiological effects of poverty has revealed that growing up 

poor does not simply present an economic challenge for individuals that can be overcome 

through scholastic and professional achievement. Rather, a lifetime of experiencing low 

socioeconomic status (SES) produces profound differences in the ways in which individuals 

view themselves and others, and how they interact with the world at both an interpersonal and 

institutional level. 

This growing body of work is beginning to flesh out a more complete and nuanced 

understanding of the landscape of an impoverished person’s world. Specifically, recent research 

has focused on the effects of childhood poverty on the developing brain, as a low SES 

upbringing tends to predict psychological outcomes regardless of adult earned income 

(Javanbakht et al., 2015). Children growing up in poverty have been shown to demonstrate 

differences in pathology, as well as physical differences in several important brain structures. 

This paper seeks to highlight some of the most recent findings in regard to both the behavioral 

and physiological effects of poverty on the developing brain. The overall consensus of this work 

is that poverty’s effects are profound and persistent, and that they often reinforce a 
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multi-generational cycle of low achievement and stagnant social mobility. Truly the message 

seems to be that “hard work” is not the solution, but rather early intervention--as the trajectory of 

an impoverished child’s life begins to define its course at a very young age. 

Behavioral effects of poverty 

 Children who grew up in poverty often demonstrate different behaviors than their more 

economically-advantaged peers, and many of these behaviors are detrimental to their success in 

both school and interpersonal relationships. Overall, these children tend to show heightened 

threat responses to ambiguous social situations, higher instances of conduct disorder, and poorer 

academic performance (Hair, Hanson, Wolfe, & Pollak, 2015; Holz et al., 2015; Javanbakht et 

al., 2015). They also demonstrate greater degrees of externalizing mental health symptoms, and 

are more susceptible to learned helplessness (Evans & Cassells, 2014). Over time, these issues 

could become barriers to children’s abilities to become successful adults, so research has focused 

on working to see how these behaviors combine with external events in children’s lives in an 

attempt to delineate the specific mechanisms that produce them. 

 One of the ways in which childhood poverty exercises its effect is through increasing a 

person’s stress response in social situations. As Evans (2004) illustrated, the neighborhoods in 

which poor children grow up are typically more dangerous environments overall than middle- or 

upper- class neighborhoods. Poor children are more likely to be exposed to a number of social 

stressors, including domestic violence, hostile parenting, physical hazards and encounters with 

aggressive peers (Evans, 2004). In an fMRI study that measured subjects’ ability to match 

expressions of human faces, participants who had grown up in poverty demonstrated a 

heightened emotional reaction (measured by amygdala activation) to ambiguous faces than 
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people who had not grown up in poverty (Javanbakht et al., 2015). They also tended to have a 

more neutral amygdala reaction to angry faces than participants who had grown up in middle- or 

high-income families. This research suggests that consistent exposure to hostility throughout the 

lifespan could lead children to view others as more hostile by default--that they are more likely 

to interpret ambiguous situations as being threatening, and are accustomed to angry facial 

expressions. Children who grow up in poverty could grow up seeing the world differently than 

higher SES individuals, which could negatively impact their interactions with others. 

 Children who grow up in poverty are also more likely to display symptoms of conduct 

disorder (Holz et al., 2015). In a longitudinal cohort study of the long-term outcome of early risk 

factors, Holz and colleagues examined the mediating effects of the orbitofrontal cortex on 

poverty and conduct disorder, using MRI data to compare brain structures to several inventories 

of symptoms and exposure to risk factors. It was found that children who grew up in poverty 

exhibited greater symptoms of both conduct disorder and ADHD. When examining this 

relationship, stressful life events (SLEs), such as incidents in school, birth of a sibling, death of a 

close relative, or parental separation, were found to be mediating variables that resulted in higher 

incidents of conduct disorder among the poverty group participants. Refusal to follow rules and 

aggressive behavior, which characterize conduct disorder, could result in both school and legal 

troubles for those who suffer from it. 

 Apart from the social impairments that can accompany the negative behavioral outcomes 

of poverty, low SES children also tend to show lower academic achievement than their higher 

SES peers (Hair et al, 2015). In a longitudinal cohort study, Hair and colleagues compared the 

academic achievement of children from high SES families to children below 1.5 times the U.S. 
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federal poverty level and children just below the federal poverty level. Using standardized test 

scores, these researchers found that children from low-income households scored an average of 4 

to 7 points lower on standardized tests. Furthermore, children growing up in impoverished 

households experience less cognitive stimulation in comparison to higher SES children, and 

low-income parents are less likely than middle-income parents to be actively involved in 

educating their children (Evans, 2004). Overall, children from impoverished families are at a 

disadvantage when it comes to getting ahead at school--which can affect their later professional 

attainment. 

 What are the psychological implications of these behaviors? According to a study by 

Evans and Cassells (2014), these children who grow up in poverty are likely to grow into 

emerging adults who experience greater externalizing mental health symptoms, especially when 

exposed to more risk factors such as noise, overcrowding, family turmoil, and violence. This 

study also measured the relationship between participants’ exposure to poverty and their 

tendency toward learned helplessness behaviors by recording their persistence in solving difficult 

puzzles. Young adults who grew up in poverty were found to be more susceptible to behaviors of 

learned helplessness, in the sense that they gave up on the puzzles significantly more quickly 

than participants who had not grown up in poverty (Evans & Cassells, 2014). It is possible that 

growing up in a chaotic, unstable environment as a child produces adults who feel they have 

little control over the events of their lives. Clearly, childhood poverty frequently results not only 

in negative behavioral outcomes, but in negative cognitive and emotional outcomes as well. 

 In light of these studies, the general prognosis for a child who grew up in poverty does 

not look good. Especially when exposed to more risk factors, children from low-SES households 
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tend to demonstrate hostile evaluations of social situations, problems with behavior, poorer 

academic performance, and more pronounced psychopathology. 

Physiological Implications of Poverty 

 While many of the negative effects of poverty can be easily seen, poverty also exerts its 

deleterious influence upon human beings in a more covert way: by altering the development of 

structures of the brain. People who have grown up in poverty may be able to escape it as adults, 

but brain scans could still distinguish them from people from higher SES backgrounds in terms 

of brain mass and connectivity (Hair er al., 2015; Sripada, Swaim, Evans, Welsh, & Liberzon, 

2014). A slew of studies has consistently shown decreases in both gray and white matter volume 

in the frontal lobes, temporal lobes, and hippocampi of people who grew up in poverty (Hair et 

al., 2015; Hanson et al., 2013; Luby et al., 2013). Other studies have found that individuals 

exposed to early-life poverty show lower orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) volumes (Holz et al., 2015). 

Further research has found differences in brain networks and information processing for 

individuals who experienced childhood poverty, including aberrances in default mode network 

connectivity (Javanbakht et al., 2015; Sripada et al., 2014) and deficits in working memory 

capacity (Evans & Schamberg, 2009). Many of these differences in brain structures in turn have 

profound effects on the individuals’ cognitive abilities and emotional processes. 

One of the more obvious ways of comparing one person’s brain to another is to measure 

the differences in volumes of cell-body gray matter structures and connective white matter. 

Several studies have sought to examine the differences between brain volumes of people who 

grew up in poverty and people who came from more economically-advantaged households (Hair 

et al., 2015; Hanson et al., 2013; Luby et al., 2013). These studies have consistently shown lower 
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volumes of brain matter for many important brain structures in impoverished individuals 

compared to wealthier individuals. An MRI study by Luby and colleagues (2013) found 

significantly smaller amounts of white matter and cortical gray matter in the brains of people 

exposed to childhood poverty, as well as smaller hippocampus and amygdala volumes. This 

research also found that the extent of this difference was mediated by caregiver hostility and 

exposure to SLEs, which were measured via questionnaires and a “waiting task,” in which the 

researchers observed the interactions between children and their caregivers (Luby et al., 2013). 

Looking at similar structures with a different objective, a study by Hair and colleagues (2015) 

examined the relationship between poverty, brain volume, and academic achievement. These 

researchers found similar decreases in gray matter volume in the frontal lobe, temporal lobe, and 

hippocampus, and were able to show that as much as 20% of the gap in standardized test scores 

between lower and higher income children could be explained by the maturational lags in these 

brain structures (Hair et al., 2015). 

A good question to ask might be, how early do these structural differences begin to 

emerge between impoverished and non-impoverished individuals? One group of researchers 

attempted to answer this question by studying a group of children from five months of age until 

four years of age, conducting brain scans at regular intervals to measure their gray matter 

volumes (Handson et al., 2013). They found that although the infants started out with similar 

gray matter volumes, by toddlerhood the children from low SES families demonstrated 

significantly lower total gray matter volumes. They also found that these smaller gray matter 

volumes were related to greater behavioral issues in the children. These dramatic changes, 
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observed over a relatively short time, demonstrate just how crucial early-intervention programs 

could be for improving a child’s brain development and future life outcomes. 

Another brain structure that has been singled out for research is the OFC. Since OFC 

abnormalities have been related to conduct disorder symptoms, researchers examined OFC 

volume as a mediating factor between poverty and the development of conduct disorder (Holz et 

al., 2015). To determine this mediation, researchers assessed participants’ early life poverty and 

used voxel-based morphometry to measure the volumes of their OFCs. They found that early life 

poverty was associated with lower OFC volumes, which were in turn associated with greater 

instances of conduct disorder. In this way, it can be seen that poverty does not always exert its 

influence directly on behavior--rather, it produces significant changes in brain structures, which 

in turn affect behavior. 

Apart from examining structural volume differences, researchers have also sought to 

examine the differences between network connectivity in the brains of impoverished people 

(Javanbakht et al.,  2015; Sripada et al., 2014). In the previously-mentioned study that measured 

amygdala activation in response to faces, researchers also singled out the medial prefrontal 

cortex (mPFC) due to its role in the default mode network (DMN), which operates in response to 

“normal” stimuli (Javanbakht et al., 2015). They found that the mPFC showed higher activation 

in response to angry faces in impoverished participants, indicating the possibility that negative 

emotional stimuli are more familiar and self-relevant to lower SES individuals. Further research 

into poverty’s effect on the DMN has revealed that individuals who grew up in poverty 

demonstrate weaker DMN connectivity during stressful situations, as measured by sMRI and 

fMRI recording during resting states and emotional regulation tasks (Sripada et al., 2014). This 
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reduction in DMN connectivity was also associated with higher cortisol levels in anticipation of 

social stress, which was measured via a saliva sample before the experiment. These results 

suggest that such aberrations in DMN connectivity could be associated with less efficient 

cognitive processing, or with a higher risk of developing stress-related mental illnesses. 

While these physiological differences often merely suggest deficits in normal 

functioning, other measures have been able to demonstrate them. In addition to affecting 

structural volume and network connectivity, childhood poverty has also been associated with 

differences in adult working memory (Evans & Schamberg, 2009). A comparison of participants’ 

abilities to recall a sequence of stimuli based on their childhood SES showed that the greater the 

proportion of a person’s life spent in poverty, the shorter the span of sequential information they 

could recall. Time spent in childhood poverty was also found to be positively correlated with 

bodily wear and tear (also called allostatic load), assessed across a range of physiological 

systems through blood pressure, neurochemical assay, BMI, and other measures. Through 

statistical analysis, it was further found that allostatic load during childhood predicts working 

memory in young adulthood, implicating physical stress as another mediating factor between 

poverty and behavioral deficits. 

Conclusion 

The overwhelming message of all these studies seems to be this: poverty is not simply an 

economic state. Growing up in poverty means that an individual physically and emotionally 

experiences a different world than someone born into a higher SES family, and these differences 

can be seen not only in behaviors, but also in structural brain differences. Provided with the 

information from studies such as these, the general public ought to recognize that poverty is a 
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deeply-ingrained societal problem, and as such, it must be addressed accordingly. While we 

cannot erase the negative effects of poverty that have already altered the lives of people who 

grew up poor, we can begin to implement early-intervention programs to help children in such 

situations to have a better chance at becoming well-adjusted adults.  
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